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jLouis H. Jacques, right, former patrol leader in the customs
service at Detroit, Mich., is again a private citizen since he
resigned his dry snooping job because he “couldn’t stand for
the promiscuous shooting'which already has cost the lives of
too many innocent people.” Representative R. II. Clancy of
Michigan is congratulating him on his spirit and courage he
showed in his resignation.
t
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family play

wMy Clinch Mountain Home”
We want you to hear this great new Victor Record now.
Real Southern string music and singing that will thrill
the whole family. Also other V ictor Records by these
folks: your choice of hearty fun or tender sentiment.
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the Sea
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Love Me
Anchored in Love
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MEN’S & BOYS’ CAPS
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Newest shades and
Straws arriving daily—Big selection to choose from—
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SUMMER FROCKS

Be sure and see our'new line of1
Dresses that have just arrived
from headquarters m New York
City. They are of the newest materials and latest styles. To pea
them and examine the workmanship is to “buy,’them. They portray}
all that the summer season implies.
^
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And Pants
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VICTOR TALKING MACHINE DIVISION
Radio-victor Corporation of America, camde.n. new
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